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# Add-on Lecture 2 # 

 

# Quantitative Research : we deal with numbers. 

# Qualitative Research : we deal with data , explanation of data …. etc 

 

Classical Report of Research 

Abstract  -  Introduction  -  Literature Review  -  Methods  -  Data Analysis  -  Results  -  Discussion  

-  Conclusion  -  Bibliography  -  Appendices 

 

^^ these 10 items is the traditional way to presenting Research. 

*It's can be presented as a chapter in our Research or as a section 

 it depend on our Research type  

There is different types of research ( Dissertation Theories – Articals ) 

 

 

 

*the 10 Items will be as a sections in Articals , and as a chapter in dissertation theories. 

*we can put (Data Analysis  -  Results  -  Discussion) in one chapter , depending on their lengthy. 

 

Abstract  : 

- It's not get chapter for itself (why??) cause it is only one page or less . 

- We find it in the beginning of the articals , dissertations and theories Research. 

- It's like a summary of Research but although we put the Abstract in the beginning of Research 

it's not going to be written until to very end of your Research (why??) because in Abstract we 

write the result of our Research. 

 

 

We find them in journals and online 

sometimes + it's very short and specific 

We find them in doctoral message + it's 

longer than Articals. 
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Introduction : 

- We can put it in chapter (in dissertation or theories ) or we can put it in section (in Articals ) or 

in term paper (it's shorter than articals ). 

- In Introduction we introduce the problem and the topic of our Research , is it significant for 

ourselves or society or to other people around the word. 

 

# There are 4 categories of Research :   

Theories Dissertation Articals Term paper "Assignment" 

longest Long Short Shortest 

 

Literature Review : 

- It's  important when you write this chapter , you must write it in your own way and you should 

avoid the plagiarism (steal other's text ). 

- In Literature Review you going to read about your topic , the previous studies , similar to your 

study and then report it in your own words ( not copy & past ). 

 

Methods :  How are you doing your Research ?! 

 

Data Analysis :  After you gather all your data ; you must analyze it. 

 

Results : 

After you analyze your data = you have result or maybe enumerate result that you need select 

the important of them but if you have few result you can report it all and present them in very 

interesting way. 

 

Conclusion : 

- If our Research is very lengthy then we need put the Conclusion . 

- It's summary about the Research  and to remind readers what we have done through the 

Research. 
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 Bibliography : 

- You give us the list of books and articals. 

- You use special way to present it  ( AB style )  

 

Appendices : 

- It's contains copies of questionnaires and interviews that you used in your Research . 

- You can append in the end of your research Questionnaires , interviews , pictures, graphs, 

extra information's that useful to your research.     

 

 

# The End .. 


